
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
D-27: Words With W, X, Y, Z

Spelling Words Review

taxicab

maximize

youthful

awesome

bronze

oyster

zebra

exhibit

yeast

dynamite

exhale

zoology

ozone

awkward

hexagon

yawned

examine

tuxedo

between

warmth

welcome

secret

absent

Challenge

civilized

rhythm 

 

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.   

1.   Which of your spelling words is a past-tense verb?                           __________________________
      
2.   Which spelling word has the most syllables?                                     __________________________

3.   How many long vowel sounds do you hear in the word tuxedo?  __________________________

4.   How many long vowel sounds do you hear in the word zebra?     __________________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a geometrical shape with six sides                                          _________________________

6.  to breathe out; to let out air                                                _________________________

7.  to inspect; to look very closely at something                                       _________________________

8. a display or showcase, such as in a museum or art gallery               _________________________
                 

     
Fill in the missing letters for each spelling word by writing the complete word on the line.       

9.     ___  z  ___  n  e          hint: a type of gas in the atmosphere                  _________________________

10.   ___  a  r  ___  t  ___     hint: heat             _________________________

11.   ___  e  a  ___  t           hint: a substance used to help bread rise           _________________________

12.  ___  ___  s  t  e  ___     hint: a type of mollusk that can make pearls      _________________________
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Name: _________________________________                   List D-27: Words With W, X, Y, and Z

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

maximize      youthful between awkward

bronze      awesome dynamite      taxicab

13.  The construction crew used sticks of  ________________________  to blow up the old building. 

14.       Krista's parents have taught her the difference  ________________________  right and wrong.

15.  The bright yellow  ________________________  pulled over to the curbside so I could get in.     

16. My grandma does not act elderly at all; instead, she acts very  ________________________.   

17. Rahul felt  ________________________  when he forgot the name of his new neighbor.           

18. The more raffle tickets you buy, the more you will  ________________________  your chances 

of winning the prize. 

19. The third place winner of the competition received a  ________________________  medal. 

20. When Anjali swam with a dolphin, she thought it was the most  ________________________  

experience in the world!

Answer the questions.

21.  Identify the review word that contains a long vowel sound.        ___________________________
                  

22. Name the review word that begins with a vowel.                 ___________________________

23. Name the review word that ends with a vowel.                   ___________________________

                     
24. Identify the silent consonant in the challenge word rhythm.         ___________________________

                  
           
25. Which consonant sound, /s/ or /k/, do you hear in the       ___________________________

challenge word civilized?     
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List D-27: Words With W, X, Y, Z

Spelling Words Review

taxicab

maximize

youthful

awesome

bronze

oyster

zebra

exhibit

yeast

dynamite

exhale

zoology

ozone

awkward

hexagon

yawned

examine

tuxedo

between

warmth

welcome

secret

absent

Challenge

civilized

rhythm 

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.   

1.   Which of your spelling words is a past-tense verb?                                yawned 
      
2.   Which spelling word has the most syllables?                                          zoology                  

3.   How many long vowel sounds do you hear in the word tuxedo?       2 long vowel sounds

4.   How many long vowel sounds do you hear in the word zebra?          1 long vowel sound

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a geometrical shape with six sides                                                 hexagon

6.  to breathe out; to let out air                                                       exhale

7.  to inspect; to look very closely at something                                             examine

8. a display or showcase, such as in a museum or art gallery                     exhibit
                 

     
Fill in the missing letters for each spelling word by writing the complete word on the line.       

9.     o  z  o  n  e          hint: a type of gas in the atmosphere                        ozone

10.   w  a  r  m  t  h             hint: heat         warmth

11.   y  e  a  s  t                  hint: a substance used to help bread rise       yeast

12.  o  y  s  t  e  r                hint: a type of mollusk that can make pearls       oyster
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Name: _________________________________                   List D-27: Words With W, X, Y, and Z

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

maximize      youthful between awkward

bronze      awesome dynamite      taxicab

13.  The construction crew used sticks of dynamite to blow up the old building.                

14.       Krista's parents have taught her the difference between right and wrong.

15.  The bright yellow taxicab pulled over to the curbside so I could get in.

16. My grandma does not act elderly at all; instead, she acts very youthful.    

17. Rahul felt awkward when he forgot the name of his new neighbor.           

18. The more raffle tickets you buy, the more you will maximize your chances of winning the 

prize. 

19. The third place winner of the competition received a bronze medal. 

20. When Anjali swam with a dolphin, she thought it was the most awesome experience in the 

world!

Answer the questions.

21.  Identify the review word that contains a long vowel sound.                 secret
                  

22. Name the review word that begins with a vowel.                          absent

23. Name the review word that ends with a vowel.                            welcome

                     
24. Identify the silent consonant in the challenge word rhythm.                  first h

                  
           
25. Which consonant sound, /s/ or /k/, do you hear in the                /s/ sound

challenge word civilized?   
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